Tefila 101Lesson 27-

Translation: The sixth and last Mizmor in Pseukei D’Zimra and it concludes the book of Tehillim with
ten commands to praise G-d and with a call for all living beings to praise G-d

Translation: This Mizmor consists of calls to praise G-d. In total there are thirteen calls or directives to
praise G-d found in this Mizmor. Commentators say the number thirteen was chosen to correspond to
G-d’s Thirteen Attributes of compassion (see the comments of the Radak). In truth, when you examine the
simple meaning of the words, you find that the number decreases from thirteen to eleven if you eliminate the
words: Halleluya that open and close the Mizmor. Those are general calls to praise and are not part of the
core of the Mizmor. We can further reduce the number by eliminating the command in the last verse; i.e.
Kol Hanishama Tihallel Kah which is written in a poetic style but is not directed to those present. Instead
those words are directed at all living beings (even those that cannot talk). Therefore the true number of
commands that are directed to those present total ten commands. The first command identifies who to
praise: Halilu Kail B’Kodsho while the other commands are directed at an identified being: Hallelu Hu.
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Tefila 101The ten commands can be divided into two groups: the first group consists of four commands. They refer to
a place and to attributes of G-d. The places are: B’Kodsho-Mikdasho (either the Mikdash on earth or the
Mikdash in heaven) and Roki’A O’ozo

Translation: (the skies or the Mikdash in heaven) and G-d’s attributes: Kodesh (distinct), Oz (strength),
Gevuros (fortitude) , Godel (greatness). In the second group we find six commands. Each refers to a
musical instrument that accompanies the recital of the praises to G-d. You can say that seven musical
instruments are mentioned here: Shofar, Nevel (harp), Kinor (fiddle), Tof (drum), Minim (string
instrument), Ugav (pipe organ) and Tzeltzalim (cymbals). If we interpret Tzitzlilei Shoma and Tzitzlilei
Trua as referring to different instruments then there are eight instruments referred to in this Mizmor. If we
define the word Machol (dance) as an instrument as well, then we have nine. Four of these instruments:
Shofar, Nevel, Kinor and Tof are mentioned in other chapters of Tehillim as musical instruments that were
part of service to G-d. The other instruments referred to in this Mizmor are not mentioned in any other
chapter of Tehillim as being part of the service to G-d. Tzeltzalim are mentioned in the Book of Shmuel as
being part of the celebration of bringing the Aron. In the corresponding section in Divrei Ha’Yamim, the
word appears as Tziltayim. The word: Mitzaltayim is referred to on several occasions in Tanach as being
part of the service of the Leviim in the Beis Hamikdash. The word: Ugav is also referred to several times
in Tanach but not as one of the musical instruments used by the Leviim nor as being played as part of
reciting words of praise to G-d. The word: Minim does not appear in any other chapter of Tehillim nor in
any other part of Tanach. Therefore we need to ask: why is there no reference to Chatzazros (trumpets) in
this Mizmor-they are referred to in Tehillim Chapter 95, 6, and in many other books of Tanach. The
Radak tried to provide an answer by suggesting that the words: Seikah Shofar includes Chatzazros.

Translation: It is possible that the Mizmor was initially composed to be said as an opening to a prayer
service celebrating a joyous occasion. The prayer was then accompanied by the musical instruments listed in
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Tefila 101the Mizmor. The prayer leader would call out the directives: Hallelu Kail . . . Halleluhu. After each
command those present would respond with Halleluhu and the musicians would reproduce the sound of the
instrument that the prayer leader mentioned. When the prayer leader said “Halleluhu B’Seika Shofar”
those present would respond with Halleluhu and the musicians would sound a shofar. When the prayer
leader said “Halleluhu B’Neivel V’Chinor” those present would respond with Halleluhu and the musician
who held the harp would play the harp and the musician who held the fiddle played the fiddle. They would
follow suit with each direction that the prayer leader issued.

Translation: After the leader issued his last directive to praise G-d through music he thought to himself
that he may have not arranged the words and acts of praise for G-d to their fullest “Krov Gudlo,” in a
manner appropriate for G-d. He then called out: All living beings praise G-d, to hint: that in order to
praise G-d in a manner appropriate for G-d we need to use every possible musical instrument and every
breath that we breath which means that every living creatures must join in as well.
This may further be the reason why this Mizmor was chosen to be the last Mizmor of Tehillim; that it acts
as a concluding Bracha similar to the four other concluding Brachos that we find at the end of each of the
four first books of Tehillim. It is a hint to the way of life

Translation: of the Chasid, who fears G-d and who yearns to praise G-d. After the Chasid has completed
singing all his songs and praises that are in the book of Tehillim, his enthusiasm has not cooled. His desire
to add words of praise to G-d is still strong. He hopes that all entities both on earth and in heaven will
praise G-d. And that all the words of praise will meld to sound like a magnificent symphony and that all
the sounds emanating from all the musical instruments played by the musicians will blend together.
Moreover, to the Chasid each breath that living creatures breath is one sound in this worldwide symphony of
praise of G-d that is being created by the entire universe. Furthermore, when a Chasid reads at the end of
Tehillim “Kol Ha’Nishama Tihallel Kah, he is expressing his yearning to praise G-d with his entire soul
and he accepts upon himself the obligation to praise G-d for as long as his soul is within him. The Chasid
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Tefila 101who has reached this spiritual level has found his true wealth. He then opens the book of Tehillim and
starts from the beginning again and says: Ashrei Ha’Is, etc. And so we find that the end of the book of
Tehillim is linked to its beginning.

Translation: In this Mizmor, which completes the six chapters of Tehillim that are collectively known as
Hallel Yomi, we find words that are also found in the other five chapters. From a certain point of view we
can say that Mizmor 150 is an elaboration of what we say in the last verse of Mizmor 145: Tehilas
Hashem Yidaber Pi just as the previous chapter, 149, is an elaboration of the next to last verse of Chapter
145; i.e. Shomer Hashem Ohavav, etc. as we explained in the summary to chapter 149.

Translation: All six chapters of Tehillim that constitute the heart of Pseukei D’Zimra are linked through
the use of similar words of command and words urging the recital of praise (in addition to the common use of
the word Halleluya):
In chapter 145:
and
;
In chapter 146:
and
;
In chapter 147:
and
;
In chapter 148:
and
(that are repeated)
and
and
;
In chapter 149:
and
.
In chapter 150:
,
(that are repeated) and
.
Based on the above we can suggest that the opening word:
145 but all six of the last chapters of Tehillim.

in chapter 145 introduces not only chapter
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Tefila 101-

Translation: Chapter 150 is similar to chapter 148 in that in both you find the repetition of the word:
. Also the number of times the word appears in each is the same. In the core of Chapter 150 you
find ten of the following directives:
and
. In the core of chapter 148, you find ten of the
following directives:
,
and
. In Chapter 150, you find one additional command at the
end of the chapter:
. In Chapter 148-you face one additional use of the
word:
; i.e. at the end of the chapter:
. Both chapters open and close with the
word:
. That is the reason Rashi concluded that Chapter 148 and 150 alone constitute the daily
Hallel also known as Pseukei D’Zimra. We can add that Chapter 149 matches the end of Chapter 148

Translation: and the beginning of Mizmor 150 matches the beginning of Mizmor 148: The recurring call
of
that opens each line of Chapter 150 is also found in the opening lines of Chapter 148. Also,
the opening line of Chapter 150; i.e.
runs parallel to the verse that opens Chapter
148: i.e.
. It turns out that the placement of Chapters 149 and 150 created a chiastic
link to Chapter 148. From this we can conclude that the collection of six chapters, 145-150,

Translation: can be divided into two groups with three chapters in each group (145-147 and 148-150).
Also within the first group of three chapters we can show the presence of similar words. (We already hinted
to those in the summaries in each chapter). In Chapter 145, it is written that G-d is king. In Chapter
146, it is written that G-d created the heavens and earth and that the center of His reign sits in Tzion. In
Chapter 147, we praise G-d who reigns in heaven and earth and who will re-build Tzion. Moreover, the
three Chapters share words of praise of G-d for providing food for His creations. In Chapter 145 we say:
. In Chapter 146 we say:
. In chapter 147 we say:
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Tefila 101...
. What we learn from these
similarities is that the six chapters of Tehillim in this collection were organized in a deliberate manner, one
after the other, and were established for an important purpose to be read at the end of the Book of Tehillim.

Translation: The names of the musical instruments that are mentioned in Chapter 150 open with
and end with
. The link between the two reminds us of the words:
and
. The Chapter begins:
and ends
. They include
references to the two shortest names of G-d which was pleasant for the celebrants to say.
Chapter 150 was said during the celebration of those bring the first fruits to the Beis Hamikdash. When
they reached the Temple Mount they opened with:
. They then continued
singing as they proceeded. When they reached the entrance to the Beis Hamikdash, they concluded their
singing with:
(Yerushalmi Bikkurim Ch. 3 Halacha 3). This
chapter is also said as part of the verses that constitute the Bracha of Malchiyos while reciting Mussaf
Shemona Esrei. on Rosh Hashonah.
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